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1. Introduction 

A. TIle Case of Frank S. 

In the early fall of 1971 Frank S. was arrested, charged 

with a 'drug offense and detained at the New Haven Community Correc

tional Center pending trial. In his subsequent court appearance, 

he pleaded guilty and received a suspended sentence, with probation 

conditioned on his participation in Day top, a rigorous IItherapeutic 

community" drug rehabilitation program in Seymour, Connecticut. 

After a fe~ days at Day top, Frank left, unable to cope with the 

psychological hardships imposed by that program. His desire to 

"kick" his habit remained, hm.;ever, and he. immediately signed himself 

• 
into another drug program, at the Connecticut Valley Hospital in 

Middlctm;n, Ccn!1ccticut. 

On January 4, 1972, after three months of successful parti

cipation in the C.V.H. program, Frank was arrested for violation of 
-

-" 

probation (a new offense in addition to his earlier drug charge) and 

\-.'as taken to the Sixth Circui t Court in ::e~.: Haven. There he was 

arraigned, assigned $500 bond that he could not raise, and sent back 

to the New lIaven Correctional Center too aT,'a-lt a - ..... court appearance 

scheduled for January 27. 

Prior to January 1972, Frank's only assistance in co~uni

eating from jail to the outside world would have corne froc the 

institutional ~ounselor, whose workload allowed no more than one 

or two phone calls per inmate. l In addition, the case load of 

the public defender made it unlikely that detainees like Frank 

l'l'hcl."c ,.,as one counselor for the approximately 300 pretrial and 
sentenced inmates at the jail. 

. , 

~. 

rr- ---
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i 
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could count on effective contact being made with outside agenc~es 

1 
,.,hieh offered the kind of drug program he needed. 

Rather than spending this second pretrial period in 

near helplessness, however, Frank Has 'introduced to an innovative 

new project at the jail, specifically designed by the Connecticut 

2. 

Department of Correction to assist pretrial detainees. The project 
, 

was the New Haven Pilot Redirection Center. The day after Fr.ank' s 

arrival, a Center representative intervie'ved him in the cell block 

and identified him as eligibie for assistance. On January 6, Frank 

was brought.upstairs from the cell block to the Center's offices on 

the second floor and extensively interviewed by Janice Cobb, the 

staff psychiatric nurse. 

The intervietv revealed Frank's dilemma. The sentencing 

court had clearly intended, in imposing a suspended sentence and 

probation to Day top in 1971, that Frank should receive help for his 

drug problem. Frank had conformed to the spirit of this sentenc<2, 

but violated its specific terms, by moving without permission from 

Day top to C.V.H. As a result of trying to secure help from a more 

compatible drug program, Frank faced the possibility of a prison 

term for 'probation violation. 

Through the efforts of the Redirection Center, Frank \vas 

accompanied to court on January 27 (23 days after 11is initial arrival) 

by Daniel Ryan, the Cen,ter's attorney, and Hs. Johansen from the C.V.H. 

drug program. In addition, letters from C.V.H. and the Redirection 

1 See Brockett, Pret~ial Detention: The !~st Critical Period (Senior Studies 
paper in Yale La;--L-iorary, 1970) for u:l.t;-ontl;c 1m: nit-c oE cC':1tact 
between public defenders (and other defense lawyers) and their clients 
awaiting 'trial in the Ne\'l Haven jail. 
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Center urged Frank's re,lease to Co. V • H. Ins tead of imposing a 

prison term, the court again gave Frank a suspended sen,tence, 

conditioned on probation in the custody of C.V.H. to be followed 

by a probationary period ~~ith the Division of Vocational Rehabili-

tation. ·At last report, Frank ,.,ras still attending the drug 

rehabilitation program at C.V.H. 

B. The report 

As an early case in the files of the Redirection Center, 

Frank S. illustrates both success (helping him return to a drug 

treatment facility) and shortcomings (delay in initial interview, 

and time needlessly spent in jail prior to disposition) of this 

new pre~rial project. The case also suggests one of the diffi-

cultil!8 In evaluating the lie.,v program: there i$ no v:ay of telling 

whether, or hm~, Frank's case "1Ould have turned out differently 

had the Redirection Center not been established. 

lbis report is a preliminary study of the Redirection 
1 

. Center, undertaken by agreement ,·lith the Department of Correction. 

It covers the first eight months of operGtion, from January through 

August 1972. Its purpose is to outline the background of the 

project, its initial procedures, and it~ relationship to other 

components of Net,)' Haven' s criminal justice system. It describes 

in some detail the manner in which the Center's operation and 

priorities began to change as the staff gained experience \~itJl the 

realities of pretrial release and detention practices in the city. 

1 
S~e Appendix VIII 

n 
\ 
I, 
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The report contains some prqliminary data on the Center's 

pretrial population, and on the relationship of pretrial detention 

to post-trial incarceration in Connecticut. The key findings relate 

to tensions within the program, to evolution of the Center's purposes, 

to suggestions for. change in the months ahead, and to questions for 

future evaluation. The principal deficiency lies in the abse!lce of 

data about the disposition of cases of persons detained at the New 

Haven jail during this period ._- data whose systematic unavailability 

precludes valuable feedback to the many decisionmakers and evaluators 

of the pretrial process. 
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II. Redirection: The Concept and the Issues 

Years of neglect of local jails and pretrial detainees have 

been highlighted recently by disturbances at many detentibn 

facilities around the country, by court decisions condemning a 

number of facilities, and by scholarly articles analyzing the 

incarceration of untried persons and alternatives to detention. 

"What is needed now," the original application for the Redirection 

'Center indicated, "is some new and fresh approach to this pretrial 

population. 1t 

A general outline of the approach is suggested by a statement 

of three goals in the application: 

The overall impact of the project should be [1] the 
reduction in the numbers of individuals [in jail] 
awaiting trial and [2] the greater manageability of 
i:his group ~"ithin the institutional setting. Ar"!i
tionally~ [3] it is expected that certain negative 
community attitudes might be altered which would 
cnable the use of volunteers and standard community 
resources in meeting the needs of these individuals. 

From this paragraph and the description of staff specialties 

5. 

in the applic~tion, the original director of the Redirection Center 

derived a set of nine goals for the Center. He recorded them as 

follo\<lS in a memorandum in Harch: ! . " , 

1. Provide immediate attention to neYlly arrived inmates 
held in pretrial detention in terms of 

a. Social -- family contacts 
b. legal -- civil and criminal 
c. medical - medical, psychiatric, and dental 

2. Develop programs within the jail that will be of interese 
and benefit to this particular popUlation especially in terms 
of education, couns~ling~ and health services. 

['1 

U 
Ii 
II 
I' iI 
" I: 
I' 
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3. Develop comprehensive medical services for thiq popUlation. 

4. Establish tn the public eye the' fundamental concept that 
this population is innocent until proven guilty with an eye 
toward formulation of programs recognizing their citizenship 
privilegcs, rights and roles. 

5. ~1aintain comnunity relationships previously developed or 
establish and strengthen during confinement. 

6. Reduce the jail population. 

7. Bring about greater manageability of those remaining. 

8. Develop the use of volunteers and standard community 
resources in meeting the needs of the population. 

9. Bring about erasure of the program within five years as 
volunteers and community agencies assume these functions. 

The staff funded by the grant was di':'ided into 

two levels; or "teams": the first to handle some immediate needs of 

entering detainees, and the second to deal with core long-range 

problems of persons incarcerated for an extended pretrial period. 

The first level vias to include several specialists, including a 

social worker, an attorney, a psychiatric nurse, an educational 

diagnostician, and an ex"inmate: 

This team Ylould function to give ir:i!':1ediate attention 
to each accused person arriving at the jail. Facilities 
would be available to enable new arrivals to make con
tact with their families, public defenders and public 
agencies. A psychiatric nurse would take a medical 
history and screen individuals for cviderice of psychiatric 
disturbance. An experienced educator would take an 
educational history and evaluate each individual in terms 
of his educational needs including vocational or trade 
training requirements., An cx-in::1.1 te \07ould fLlnc tion as a 
member of the team to make con:munity inquiries, provide 
the newly-arrived individuals with orientation, etc. 

, .. I 

, I 
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The second level ~,Tas to include a consulting psychiatrist 

a dental technician, a part-time physician, an educational unit, and 

an ex-inmate. In concept, 

(t)his team would receive referraln from the 
first leval team and would conduce continuing 

. programs for the attention to medical, educa
tional, and community needs. 

In addition to the action staff, a small research component 

was incorporated in the program to assess the progress of the Center 

towards its stated goals. The study methods during the first stage 

included participant observation at the Center by two 1m" students, 

Carl Anduri and Timothy P. Terrell, under the general supervision of 

Messrs. Curtis and Freed of the Law School, and a consulting 

sociologist, Ilene ~ernstein; data gathering; examination of 

relevant programs elsewhere; and extensive conferences with Rcdire~tlon 

staff members and otllers in the criminal process of Connecticut. 

In retrospect, the operation of the project raised several 

issues for examination that had not been apparent at the time of the 

grant. The principal issue was: 

If a pretrial detainee desires and is entitled to 
pret~ial release, but appears to a Redirection staff 
member to be in need of assistance and rehabilitation, 

. \,,11il-::h purpose -- release or rchabili tation -- \'1111 
dominate, or how will conflic~s between them be re
solved? 

Intimately related to that issue, but largely beyond the scope of this 

initial report, are important questions relating to the future of 

pretrial justice administration, and to the organizations which 

should be responsible for persons rel-e.ased or detained 

f1 
Ii 
I 
i 
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pending trial. For example~ 

- What advantages and disadvantages inure to a criminal 
justice system in which a department of correction is 
responsible for persons held in pretrial detention? 

- Would it make sense to require separate administration 
of detention institutions for pretrial persons and of 
prisons for convicted persons? 

Would it make sense to have a single agency govern or 
coordinate all programs for pretrial persons, rele,ased 
and detained alike, and if so, ~"here in the system 
should such an agency be based? 

- What are the implications, ih Connecticut and else
where, of proceeding ~"ith or delaying plans to con
struct hew jails before issues like these are explored 
in detail? 

Long range questions like these lend useful perspective to 

the evaluation of pilot projects, like the Redirection Center, which 

are only small parts of a larger and complex network of criminal 

justice agencies. If institutions like the Center, for example, 

can overcome their initial difficulties and develop significant 

alternatives to most pretrial detention, future detention 

facilities might be built substantially smaller and at less cost 

than a rising or steady crime rate would 0 then-lise suggest. 

Capital and operating costs for detention might, in such circum-

stance~, be diverted to other junctures of the criminal process. 

Court systems might correspondingly alter their decision-making 

processes and options, reexamine their responsibility for pre
I 

trial detention and its institutions, and obtain increased 

resources with which better to answer the questions of ,,,hether 

and how arrested persons should be handled, e.g. released cut-
~, 

right, or under supervision, or diverted to noncriminal alternatives, 

.or detained in different ways pending trial. 
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The early operation of the Redirection Center does not 

convert the above possibilities into firm conclusions. It does 

sugges~ that with revised goals 'and improved procedures, they 

might emerge in the not too distant future. 

• 
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III. Redirection in Operation: The Orif'z.,inal Direction and Its 
Hodifications 

10. 

Preparation for the Redirection program began in the fall of 

1971. Operations commenced on January 3, 1972. The first-level 

staff consisted of the following persons: 

, . 

Director 

Attorney 

Social Horker 

Educationnl Diagnostician 

Psychiatric Nurse 

Community Representative 

Spanish-speaking 
Community Representative 

Secretaries 

John Dufficy 

Daniel Ryan 

Donald Lee 

Michalah Bracken 

Janice Cobb 

Thomas Kilebrew 

Ceferino Velez 

Nancy Anderson 
Ellen Flinter 

Each staff menber approached his aT her new job with a strong 

desire to help the pretrial population. Exactly what form the Hhelpll 

should take was left for each individual to define. During the 

break-in period, the staff grew familiar with the characteristics 

and interconnections of ~1e\v Haven' s criminal justice system, and 

with its clientele. 

Several factors combined to create a confusing and difficult 

period for the staff. Although simultaneous achievement of all 

goals mentioned or implied in the grant application was impossible, 

staff members felt an obligation to att,empt most of them. During 

this period, little leadership was evident in sorting out: or 

establishing priorities among the range of project goals. Because 

most staff members had been hired for expertise 
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• in their particular social specialty, as a group they appeared 

quickly to adop't an orientation to\vard rehabilitation of their 

clien~s, tmvard treatment of the social problems of persons not 

yet tried on the criminal charges against them. The staff's 

abili.ty to make head~vay was also hindered by the overloaded 

and disjointed criminal justice system in which their ~vork was 

centered. 

A. Context: System comparison with other cities 

A helpful background for analyzing the early progress of 

the Redirection Center in its New Haven context may be derived 

from looking at comparable structures in several other cities. 

A variety of progrruns have grown up in recent years to deal 

• with overcrowded pretrial jails end to explore alt~rnatives to 

pretrial detention. Among these are the Philadelphia Pretrial 

Services Project, the District of Columbia Bail Agency, and 

the Des Moines Mod~l Neighborhood Corrections Project. 

The Philadelphia project is currently the most massive. 

Funded at $872,869 annually, it was created by the Court of 

Common Pleas in 1971 to help judges determine conditions.of 

release for arrested persons. The staff intervenes at all stages , 

of the pretrial process, from prearraignment interviews of 

detainees in the police lock-up to an enforcement unit for 

finding those persons, released pursuant to project recom-

mendation, who fail to appear on their assigned court dates. " 

• 

• 

• 
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The District of Columbia Bail Agency is an independent 

pretrial organization created by Congress in 1966 to serve the 

criminal process of the nation's capital. It is similar to the 

,Philadelphia agency, although smaller. It interviews'· ar'rested 

persons and makes recommendations at both the police lock-up 

stage and the arraignment stage. It follows each releasee until 

disposition of his case. Its authority to supervise selected 

persons released on its recommendations Has broadened by Congress 

in the District df Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedure 

Act of 1970, Public Lmv 91-358. 

The Des Hoines project is a privately organized demonstra-

d.on program \vhich specializes in intervie\'ling and recommending for 

pretrial release selected jailed defendants whose high bail 

indicates that they were considered by the court to be poor risks. l 

It is an outgrmvth of the pretrial release program which began in 

Des. Hoines in 196Lf. A ne~v focus on high risk detainees vms 

initiated in 1970 ~vith '~lodel Cities funds, under the administra-

tive sponsorship of the Iowa Council of the National Council on 

~rime and Delinquency. It became part of th~ Polk County Depart-
, 

ment of Court Services in January 1971. The project provides 

extensive supervision, follow-up and referral \-lork for each 

defendant released pursuant to its recommendation. Over the 1ife

I 
time of the project, the appearance rate has been 98%, which is 

1 An early repo'rt on the Des }foines program is reprinted in ~.-<:e~_'?:. 
Trial, pp. 497-539 (Hearings before the Subcom:nittee on Constitutional 
Rights, .Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 1971). A new report will 
shortly be published in prunphlet form by the National Council on 
Crime and Delinquency. 
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about the same as money bond and R.O.R. re1easees. T~e rate 

of new offense allegations is 17.5%, which is the same as 

for money bend releasees. 

1. ,Early release decisions 

If the theoretical tasks of Connecticut's bail 

. 1 commissioners' and the Redirection Center in New Haven were 

combined, the pretrial rele~.5e possibilities here \-lould be a l:'lend 

of the D. C., Philadelphia and Des Hoines concep ts • A bail conunis-

sioner would interview each arrested person who \'73.S not released' 

by the police at the precanct station. He would release some 

persons on his own authority, and make recommendations to a judge 

at the time of arraignment with respect to others. If the person 

continued to be detained after his first court appearance, his 

situation would be revisHed the next day at the Redirection 

Center, and additional release efforts made on his behalf. The 

Redirection Center ,,'auld in essence serve a bac1~s top function for 

persons not released at an earlier stage of the bail process. 

At present, the operation of the New Haven system 

, ... ".suggests that the early stages of the p.rc.triaL release proc.ess 

are \-lorking "'7ay below par. One hundred and fif ty detainees at 

the New Haven jail were asked during June and July "'ihether they 

had seen a bail commisE!ioner at any time between arrest and jail. 

1 Sec. 63b of Title 54 of the Connecticut General Statutes details 
the function of the bail commissioner. The scope of his release 
authority is outlined in Memorandum 71-141, dated June 15, 1971, 
from Chief Judge John J. Daly of the Circuit Court of Connecticut. 
See Appendix V. 

• 
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86% said they had not. Thi f1 i h b . s gure mgt e high for two reasons: 

some detainees unfamiliar vIi,th the court system migh~ not know 

whethe~ any of the officials they saw was a commissioner; others 

might believe they would attract sympathy by claiming they had 

been overlooked by a release-oriented official. But the figure 

might also be understated, since some detainees answered 

affirmatively on the basis of seeing only a bondsman, appare~tly 

believing that a bail commissioner and a bail bondsman Here the: 

same. 

In contrast to what detainees say and do, the Chief 

Bail Commissioner's 1972 Annual Report discloses very substantial 

interviewing activit v • S~xth Cir 't' t . J.... cu].].n ervJ.e\vs are reported to 

4783 in 1971-72. 

universe of defendants in the circuit is indicated. All things 

considered, the high rate of detent:i.on in Ne\, Haven makes it 

important to exaoine further into the accuracy of the 86% claim. 

If 86% is any~here close to a fair gauge of detention 

Without a prior bail commissioner interview, the Redirection 

C7nter's intended backstop role is more nearly becoming a front 
, 

line operation. Its staff is being compelled to interview and 

work with many detainees whose jailing is an error. In fact, 

even if all are interviewed by bail commissioners, the weeding 

I 1 
out process must be faulty. Observations tend to confirm this 

14 • 

1 The Bail Commission's 1972 Annual Report indicates an extraordinarily 
low rate of productivity from conmissioner intervie"1s in the Sixth 
Circuit. In 1971-72, 3272 out of 4783 interviews, or 69%, rcslllted in 
no reduction of bond. The 31% reduction in New Haven contrasts with a 
70% reduction rate statewid~. 
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vim .. ,. Center staff members deal with many individuals they 

believe could safely be released, in terms of likelihood to 

1 appear at trial. It was thus not surprising that the burden 

of an excessive caseload began in late Spring to raise staff 

doubts about the ~.,.,isdom of continuing to try to provide 

specialty social services to all detained men. 

2. Release under supervision 

The initial reports on the Des Moines project 

sugges t, in a city approximately the size of NevI Haven, tha t 

a program which provides supervisory resource~ and services 

can be eff:ective in increasing pretrial release for persons 

who normally ,.,.,ould be detained pending trial. 

The concept of supervised release is addressed 

to accused persons who present high but controllable risks of 

flight or misconduct during the pretrial period. It is, in a 

sense, the pretrial counterpart of postconviction probation. 

It acknowledges that the extremes of pretrial release via 

money bond or a promise to appear, and of pretrial detention 

in a maximum security jail, are unduly linited choices. The.y 

ignore a broad middle range of persons ,Hho, in the vie" of 

judicial decisionmakers, can not safely be released without 

some kind of supervision, yet do not require the extreme form 

lConnecticut statutes specify that the only criterion for 
determining release prior to trial (in noncapital cases) is 
that conditions of release are available to give "reasonable 
assurance of the appearance of the accused in court." See, 
for e:-:clr1ple, 5fl Conn. Gan. Stat. Sections 53, 63b, 6Jc" (l'b, 
69 and 69a. 

15. 
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of control which jail signifies. The importance of inserting 

such intermediate forms of controlled release has been 

recognized in recent years in the Federal Bail Reform Act of 

1966, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 3146 et seq.; in the District of Columbia 

Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970; and in Standard 

5.2 of the ~}~?rds Relating to Pretrial Release, adopted by 

~he American Bar Association in 1969. 

New Haven had planned in 1971 to develop resources 

for a supervised release program at the police lock-up stage. 

That action would have been two steps advanced beyond Des Hoines, 

where supervised release was initiated for persons in jail after 

bail setting in court. An LEAA grant proposal vlaS submitted by 

the City and funded by the Connecticut Planning Committee on 

Criminal Administration. Authority to proceed was vested in the 

New Haven Pretrial Services Council. The program has not yet been 

implemented. To fill the gap, the Redirection staff began in mid-

1972 to develop a Des }~ines-type project, whose progress is 

described in Section IIIC below. 

3. Centralized pretrial administration 

16. 

The systems of pretrial administration in Philadelphia 

and Washington, D.C., suggest a third comparison. In both cities, 

program success seems due in part to the centralized, well-staffed 

organization which oversees pretrial release operations. 

New Haven has an impressive array of useful components, 

but no central pretrial agency. It has a field citation system 
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administered by the polic~;l a stationhouse bail bond schedule 

sim1.1ar to other cities; an ROR program administered by bail 

commissioners; an experimental pretrial diversion project 

inaugurated in 1972 under the New Haven Pretrial Services Council; 

a program to post bonds for detainees held on low bail, which is 

conducted by the Hider City Parish; and the Redirection Center 

operated at the jail by the Department of Correction. 

This spectrum of release stages is broade~ than in 

17. 

most cities, but c~ordination among individual programs is lacking. 

Each agency makes its own decisions without much reference to, or 

feedback from, the others. The Pretrial Services Council, with 

one full-time employee serving as executive director and paid by 

LEAA funds under a gr~n: frc~ the Connecticut Planning Corrmittce 

on Criminal Administration, might become a coordinating orgraniza

tion in time. To date, however, it lacks the authority, the 

administrative resources and the system overvielol found in Phila

delphia and Washington. In such a setting, the Redirection Center 

is but one of many independent programs in what should be a unified 

pretrial system. 

B. The Project: Initial ProC'edures and Problems 

Against this background, the Redirection Center's 

operating problems in the early months can be analyzed. They fall 

into three principal ca~egories: (1) processing delays, (2) frag

mentation of staff specialties, and (3) an ovenvhelming pretrial 

1 See Berger, Police Field Citations in ~cw Haven 1972 
Hisc. L. Rev. 382 ------ -- -- , 
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imbalance in comparison .with the incarceration of senten·ced 

offenders. 

1. Delay 

. Host detainees arrive at the Ne\v Haven jail 

in the afternoon. During the first five months of 1972, the 

jail's institutional counselor continued, as in the past, to 

make a new arrival's first telephone call to a relative, friend 

or bondsman the morning after arrival. He attempted to assist 

each detainee as best he could, given the severe li~itations on 

~he time of one counselor for 250 prisoners. 

\fuen the Redirection Center program began, a 

staff counselor was present at the initial intervie,·, and phone 

call. He ,.,ould screen each detainee to determine if he was 

eligible for Center assistance. Eligibility during these early 

months simply meant that the detainee ,,,as in an a\o7aiting-trial 

status and ,,,as not a federal prisoner. 1 
A preliminary interview 

was undertaken to determine ~hich Redirection staff specialist 

18. 

would be most appropriate to the detainee's problem (e.g. medical, 

eoucation, employment). The detainee \Vould be scheduled for a 

Redirection interview the follo\ving morning in the Center offices 

on the second floor of the jail. 

From these initial procedures, several oiffi-

culties emerged. The Redirection staff ordinarily did not see 

·the detainee at the Center until his third day in jail. Second, 

1 See Appendix I and part C of Appendix IV for further·details 
on eligibility. 
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a number of interviews were delayed further \-,hen the detainee was 

returned to court on that day. And t~ird, because Center activities 

involved attempts at "treatment" of a detainee as well as trying to 

release him, much ti~e following interview was consumed trying to 

identify a progFam for each detainee in advance of working for his 

pretrial release. 

The foregoing factors meant that even the most 

fortunate Redirection clients spent considerable tinle in jail 

prior to release. A study was made for the month of April 1972 to 

determine the time consumed prior to Center-assisted release. The 
, 

results are shown in Appendix IIA. The av~rage period of jail time 

for persons helped by the Center through an "Clvn recognizance It 

release (RIO.R.) was 11 daY3. For a money bond release aided by 

the Center, the period was 8.6 days. For Center-assisted release 

by way of cases being "nolled" or dismissed, the average was 8.5 

days. 

In part; the figures reflect procedural short-

comings in taking so long, at high detention costs, to get men 

. 1 
out. But they also suggest shortcomings in the criminal process 

itself • 
, 

Decisions on release or detention or R.O.R. or hand or 

dismissal are made by the· police, the bondsmen, the bail conunis
made 

sioner and the court. They are never /by the Redirection Center 

itself. And as indicated in the discussion of the "imbalance 

ratio" belmv, the major deficiency in the p.rocess is that so 

many persC'ns \0;'110 should h0.VC been rclcosed prior to trial'h.1d to 

1 The delay for releasecs, of course, pales in comparison with the 
len8th of time nnny dcta~nees spend in jail ~waiting trial. A onc
day snmplc inScpternbcr 1972 shm"cd the average stny to be 1~7 days; 
the median was 29 days; the range was 1 to 283 days. See Apprindix 
IIB. 
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plead guilty or be convicted in order to regain their liberty. 

2. 'Diffusion of staff specialties 

The large number of pretrial detainees eligible 

for assistance, matched with a correspondingly small number of 

counselors, made it necessary for each staff menilier to devote his 

or her entire morning to intake work. The following table 

illustrates the number of clients involved for one month -- April, 

1972 :1 

TABLE I 

New Admissions 

Ineligible for Redirextion Center 

Sentenced 

Federal Prisoner 

'P!,)"""",,'n .... -... _-- or Probation 2 
violator 

Eligible for Redirection Center 

Released Prior to Intel~iew 

Interviewed by Redirection Center 

304 

110 

100 

5 
.. 
.J 

194 

60 

134 

Few persons Here released af ter one intervie\v. 

20. 

Almost every man had to be seen on one or more subsequent subsequ.ent 

afternoons for additional help. As a consequence, the referral of 

~a~h new detainee from one specialist to ,another to assure that all 

needs were met -- a procedure implicit in the grant proposal --

never was a practical possibility. 

1 See Appendix IV for data on succeeding months in which the clientele 
increased. 

2 Alleged probation and parole violators \vere excluded for a brief 
period, but subsequently ",ere made eligible for Redirection Center 
assistance. 

" 

,: 
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At the same time, since each detainee's problems 

seemed multiple in character, the chances for pure specialty ,york 

by each staff person wer.e remote. For example, during June and 

July, each new detainee \'laS asked by a Center secretary a series 

1 
of pre-~ntervie\1 questions. 150 'sets of responses \yere tabulated. 

Recognizing that some responses may be incorrect, the following 

table nevertheless suggests the types and extent of social prob-

lems \-lith ,yhich a pretrial jail staff must deal: 

TABLE 112 

% Yes ~'No 

Do you use drugs? 24 76 

Were you employed at the time of your arrest? 40 60 

Were you collecting unefuploymcnt o~ welfare at 
the t:i.me of your arrest? 24 76 

Do yOll have any i.uunediate medical problems? 24 76 

Do you have any psychiatric problems? 8 92 

Have you attended school ,.,rithin the last year? 10 90 

.. ' 
To cope Hith the burden imposed by multiple prob-

lems and excessive detainees, a practice developed during the Center's 

• "'" ., •• I early- months for each staff member, regardless of specialty, t-o retain 

"" 

control and follow-up responsibility over all cases originally routed 

1 The first 150 complete answer sheets of an approximate total of 300 
",ere included in the sample. Questionnaires Hhieh \yere incomplete 
due to administrative err6r were not counted. 

2 See Appendix III for further data. Unemployment appears to be a 
serious problem, although the reasons for it are unclear and should 
be pursued in the next stage. Redirection has referred detainees to 
various employment and tnlining agencies, such as Opportunities 
Industrialization Center (OIC) and the Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation (DVR). But these agencies are themselves referral 
organizations, often bogged dmro in red tape and vaiting lists. The 
desirability of including an emplo~nent counselor and a vocational 

training progrum at the jail should be given seriou_s_c_o_n_s_i_cl_e_r_a_t_i_o_n_, ___ . 

22. . 

•• to him or her. Specialties thus became subordinated·to the need 

to process the full caseload. 

3. Imbalance ratio: detention vs. imprisonment 

l~e problem of adjusting the capacity of the small 

staff of Redirection specialists against the needs of a continuously 

large population of pretrial detainees created substantial program 

tensions during the developmental stage The extent to which 'the 

detention population Has excessively large, or the Center staff unduly 

small, or the goals of the Center too diffuse, became an issue that 

demanded early resolution. 

In order to gain a sense of the excessiveness of 

the detention population, some rough measurements were recorded for 

• pretrial detainees in Connecticu t as a whole, and in the Ne," Haven 

Correctional Center in particular, The research team tried to 

examine the relationship between (1) the nunber of pretrial detainees 

who are convicted and sentenced to post-conviction custody, and 

(2) all pretrial detainees (irrespective of hOH long detained, and 

of whether or how released). Because data in category (1) is 

currently unavailable in Connecticut, a substitute figure -- the 

' ... ' .. '. ., nUlube);' of persons admitted to correctional ins ti tutions af ter. convic- . • I.:, , 
tion -- was used. 

The resulting analysis, even with its acknowledged 

imperfections, suggests three conclusions: (1) that the oven.;rhelming 

majority of persons incarcerated in Connecticut are jailed only prior 

• to the trial or disposition of the charges against them; (2) that Most 

people who spend time in a pretrial jail are relcnsed no later than 
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the stage at '-1hich the guilty among them are convicted and 

sen~enced; and (3) that judges are more likely to release a 

defendant who has just been convicted than one '-1ho goes to 

jail because he could not raise bail. In other words, 

determined guilt rather than presumed innocence appears to 

offer the more likely road to release from custody in 

Connecticut. 

The Research Division of the Connecticut / 
Department of Correction began, in January 1972, to report monthly 

admissions to (A) the accused and (B) the sentenced population 

in each community correctional center and postconviction 

• institution in the State. If the admissions to both populations • " 
\. 

"lere about equal, the number (A-B) and proportion (A-B) / (A) of 

pretrial detainees ~.;rho did not subsequently enter the sentenced 

population ~olould approxit1ate zero. A ratio close to zero vlOuld 

indicate that comparatively fe~-1 people who ar.e jailed prior to 

trial are later released upon conviction. If a significant 

portion of pretrial detaitleesjon the other hand, are released 

prior to trial or at sentencing, the imbalance ratio (A-D)/(A) 

will be a high percentage. As explained beloH, the imbalancc 

ratio is an indicator but not an accurate fraction all by itself. 
I 

Data for Connecticut for the first four months 

of 1972 revealed the following: • • 
", 

__________________ IIIIIIIIiIII __________ 
i
. 
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, . 1 
Table III: Admissions to Connecticut Institutions 

.' ~ Feb. Mar. April 

Total Entering Accused Detention 
Popula tion GA) 1868 1852 1745 1708 

Total Entering Sentenced Population (D) 556 553 569 545 

Imbalance P~tio: (A-D)/(A) 70% 70% 67% 68% 

Thus, nearly 70% of all persons who spend time in jail prior to trial 

appear to serve no time in custody after disposition. 

The imbalance bet,yeen pretrial and conviction imprison-

ment in Connecticut has apparently not been the subject of 

ext~nded study.2 A preliminary analysis was made of data ctlrrently 

available from courts in New Haven. The final dispositions of a 

sample of 83 cases \yhich originated during April 1972 were 

examined, ~vith the follmving results.:3 

\ 

1 'rhe total figures in this table are infl.:l,ted to an indeterminable denrc~e 
due to proble~s of data collection encountered ~y the Department of Co~rec
tion. ""hon an accused or sentenced detainee is taken to court and thereafter 
returns to jail, he is,counted 25 a new ad~ission. :hus, one prisoner may 
be counted s2veral ti~os during a ~onth!s statistics. Further research is 
needed to determine tile extent to which this infl3tion is oroportionatclv 
or disproportionately applicable to the accused and sentcn~cd-population~. 

2 . 
. The one cxce~tion is a study of the case dispositions of 37 women 
detained at the Connecticut Correctional Institution in Xiantic in 
August 1970. It found that thirtY (30~) were eventually released 
without serving any ti~e after convicticn and scntcn~2. Left behind 
in the corJj;llIr~ity dur.ing the pretrial detention period (T,.ihieh averaged 
75 days at $26.83 per detainee per day) were 54 children under. age Jl. 
See II. Rogers, Clnssification in Pretrial Det8ntion: A Studv of ------------4--· ------

. Disciplin.1rv Rules in a Pretrial Instltution for I!omen (Yale La'", 
Library, 1971). 

.3 Thcse results nrc tentntl.vc, since SOrll? A'1ril cc.r.C$ arc~ not yet 
complete. t\ furth~r annlYI;is in tllc n.:!i:t rteJlc(!cLion CGnLer H!POr't 
may include a larger sample of the population, with subdivisions 
indicating the length of st~y in jail for those \"ho bCC<lmc part of 
the imbal.::lnce. 

.. . 
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TABLE IV
l

: April 1972 New Haven Detainees 
25. 

Total Sample of Pretrial Detainees 83 

Total Sentenced to Serve Time 24 

Total Serving no Time 59 

Imbalance Ratio 71% 

If Tables III and IV are representative, and hold up 

when larger samples are taken, the New Haven experience tends to con-

firm the accuracy of Connecticut data as a whole. These data suggest 

that a large majority of all pretrial detention in the state may be 

unnecessary in the sense that judges release most detainees as soon 

as their trial or plea bargain has been completed~ if not sooner. 

The definition of IInecessary" detention is thus 

tab:.!n fro!!! .'l co:np.:::rison of the actious judges taie£; at the two ends 

of the court role in crininal cases. The initial judicial decision 

on bail -- res~lts in pretrial detention or release. Some de ten-

tion decisions eventually lead to the posting of bail; others ar~ 

revim·;ed and bail fs reduced; still others are follo\led by dismissal 

of the case and release. The final judicial decision is sentencing. 

1 '1\"0 major problci:ls associated "'ith this data must be noted. First, 
the Sh:th Circuit caily COllrt c!ocket I f1'O::1 uhich ;;Jost, of this infor
mation HLlS collected, is not considered an "official source" and may 
thus contain errors nnd emissions. To cOD~ound the difficulty, there 
:l.s }.!..~ official source available at the Sixth Circuit Court"except 
the defendant 1 s individual file, a source \.hich cour t personnel' in 
Ne\,· Haven treat as confidential and' usually unavailable for research, 
even to gather anonymous, qunntitative i.nform.:ltion. 

A second problem results from a Connecticut statute -- Title 54, 
Section 90. Undcr its prOVisions, which nrc set out in Appendix VI, 
if n ddcn-Jant 5." ::ou:1d not Guilty ~ or his case is disMissed, all 
in[orcntio~ JbOUL his cnse Dust be erased from his record, and from 
the unofficial court docket as well. A blank space after a defendant's 
name on the docket, however, may indicate either a continuance or 
an G~Llsed disposition. This uncertainty compels thQ researcher to 
exclude ~:lch a defendant completely frot;) rhe study. 

, , 

I 
i 
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It determines whether thc1I3e persons who <ire convicted "'ill be 

committed to impr~sonment, or .released on a fine, suspended 

sentence, or under the supe~ision of a probation officer. 

the imbalance ratio computed above is an accurate guide, 

Connecticut judges seem to be saying that in only 30% of all 

If 

cases did the detained defendant really need to be jailed. 

,A number of qualifications concerning the 

, validity of the ratio warrant further investigation. Some tend 

to justify the imb~lance, i.e. to support pretrial detention 

of \,Thether the detainee is later committed to serve irrespective v 

a sentence. Others tend to suggest that the unjustified imbalance 

may even be larger than 70%. 

Factors vlhich 

an accused's prior record of escape from custody, 
bail jUl~ping, or background factors indicating 
unreliability to appear in court as required; 

a charge of serious crime, based on substantial 
evidence, conviction of which is likcly to 
subject the accused to a long prison sentence, 
and thc'refore to increase the likelihood hc ~vill 
flee before trial;l 

situations in which the judge released a p~etr~al 
detainee after conviction solely because h15 t1me 
in detention equalled the prison sentence imposed; , 
situations in \vhich the failure to impose a prison 
term might be ~rgued as nn inadequate senten~e 
rather than as demonstratinf; excessive pretr1al 
detention. 

IExcept in the District 'of Columbia, under Public Law 91-358 (~~70)" 
the denial of bail in noncapital cases cannot be predicated onAJu~ge s 
finding that the accused is a dangerous person :-hose relea~e pen~1ng 
trial would jeopardize the safety of the commun1ty. The s~atut: s , 
constitutionality has been challenged, but not yet resolver" dnJ.e 1ts 
usefulness has been seriously questioned. See Bases and,!~CD~nald, 
Preventive Detention in the District of Columbia: The F1rst Ten 1-1onths 
(Vera Institute and Georgetmffi Institute, 1972). 

--------------~~ 
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Factors which suggested that the i~balance is 

unjustified, and perhaps understated, include: 

the fact that many persons who are sentenced to prison 
after trial were free on bail prior to trial. This 

'means, in interpreting Table III, that the number of 
detainees who appear to have been released no later 
than conviction is actually higher; 

the fact that many pretrial detainees are ultimately 
convicted, and thereafter sentenced to imprisonment 
rather than probation, only because the outcome of 
their case, and thelsentence, were prejudiced by 
pretrial detention; 

The validity of the one category most frequently 

asserted to justify the imbalance is in serious doubt: sentences Hhich 

are commuted to time served do not automatically demonstrate that 

pretrial detention was appropriate. They do not show that a prison 

sentence would have been imposed, or proper, if the same person had 

been free pending trial, had a job, or. otherwise remained out of 

trouble. They do not shmv that pretrial time in detention fairly 

serves any of the purposes of the criminal law which might be 

appropriate if served after conviction -- punishment, rehabilitation, 

prevention, deterrence, respect for 1m.,. In fact, the uncertainty 

and tensions of pretrial jails, their overburdened facilities and 

their nonexistent programs, are almost universally condemned by the 

same professionals who administer·prisons.for punishment and correc-

tion. The credit against sentence for time spent in custody is a 
l 

useful bookkeeping transaction, but it seldom compensates either the 

defendant or the community. 

1 See Rankin, The Effects of. Pretrial pctc.::tion, 39 N.Y.U. L.Rev.6 1fl(196/j ); 

and Plaintiff's Memorandum in John Bella:3v et al v. Judges and Justices 
Authorized to Set Bail in ~LY. City Crimin'.11 Court and the i'\.Y. State 
Supreme Court in N.Y. County, et al. (N.Y. Sup. Ct., App. Div., First 
Dept., Harcll, 1972), prepared by the Legal Aid Society of Nmy York. 

~, 
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Further research is needed to ass~ss the 

significance of the conflicting factors ~vhich go into verifying, 

or modifying, the 70% imbalance ratio. The imbalance is 

aggravated by the long periods over ~.,hich detainees' are held in 

New Haven, see Appendix IIB, and the large numbers of individuals 

who enter the city jail each year. Projecting the four-month 

population, April-July 1972, shown in Appendix IVC, pretrial' 

admissions in New Haven appear to be running at a rate of 2430 

persons annually. If 70% represents the rate of their release 

without a prison sentence, upwards of 1700 persons may be 

serving pretrial time each year without justification. 

C. Reorientation 

1. Emph~~i~, on release 

By late Spring, it became evident to most staff 

members and the research team that the volume of detainees con-

tinuously entering the jail precluded the Redirection Center from 

Simultaneously performing, on a quality basis, its intended pre-

trial release and pretrial rehabilitation services. The slow 

proceSSing of new admittees meant that releases took too long; 

staff membe'cs were unable to concentrate; on their professional 

specialties; and pretrial detention continued to overbalance 

conviction as the major cause of incarceration in New Haven. 

The frustrations of the staff, together with 

observations and suggestion$ of the researchers, led to a key 
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project decision in ear~y June: to alter the dual mission of 

the Redirection Center in favor of priority for early pretrial 

release and reduction of the jail population. The move was 

undertaKen with the goal of developing release techniques that 

could stabilize the detainee population at a lower level: high 

risk persons for ~vhoIn adequate conditions of pretrial release 

were unavailable. 'At that point, the Center staff might be able 

to deliver counselling and supportive services to more manageable 

numbers of detaine.ds. This goal vlOuld become particularly 

feasible if the earlier stages of the bail system - police, bail 

commissioners, judges - would be able to expand their release rates 

by employing Redirection techniques to avoid sending so many 

arrested persons unnecessarily to jail. 

On June 6, intake procedures were changed so that 

nearly all accused persons \·;ho entered the j ail were intervie'ived 

the morning after arrival. Each detainee's first phone call Has 

made by a Redirection counselor, instead of by the jail's regular 

counselor. As indicated in Appendix IV, Table C, these procedures 

quickly resulted in an increase in the number and proportion of 

all.detainees interviewed at the Center. The fact that Redirection 

counselors could make more calls, sooner, and without the discon-

tinuities inherent in the previous system's dependence on first 

calls by the institutional counselor, appeared to expedite release 
I . 

for at least some I?en. Two other organizational changes -- the 

supervised release program detailed in part 2 below, and the staff' 

• 
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reorganization into referral teams described in part 3, -- were 

intended to increase further the pretrial release potential of 

the Center. 

It is important to acknmvledge at this point that 

a ~air quantitative evaluation of the Center's efficiency and 

effectiveness has not been possible to date. The terms used in 

records to describe its work include "phone call being made," 

"efforts being made in court,1l and "efforts at treatment." 

Whether each such effort ultimately proves decisive, or meaningless, 

or somewhere in between, has been beyond the ability of the project 

to determine in more than a handful of cases. 

Appendix I illustrates an effort at quantification. 

It GhO~3 only a small nuu~er or detainees aided by the Center in 

securing release. It does not reflect other intangible factors: 

e.g. release efforts that failed because other criminal justice 

agencies failed to cooperate; possible improvements in inmate 

morale;l the development of better release techniques out of the 

experience of early setbacks. Improved data collection methods may 

permit more accurate analysis in the future. And a sharper program 

focus on e~rly release of detainees may ~roduc~ a more impressive 

showing of Redirection accomplishment. 

1 This report makes no attempt to measure the level of inmate "morale." 
Observer members of the research team saw no indication of a general 
attitude change in the detention population during their work at the 
Center from February through August. But there was also no base period, 
prior to the Redirection program, on which to predicate n. comp~rntive 
finding . 
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• upervised release 

Almost from the outset, the Redirection staff noted 

a reluctance on the part of the court system to accept the Center's 

release recommendations. The recommendations almost invariably took 

the form of requests for R.O.R. or bail reduction. A central reason 

I for the low batting average "las the fact . that all detainees for ,.,hom 

the Center made recommendations had been before the court at +east 

once before for ba 4 l s tt' d h d ~ e ~ng, an a not been released. By definition, .. 
the Center's clientele were already system rejects. 

In an effort to overcome this attitude, the project 

decided it needed to demonstrate to tlle courts that it "laS an expert 

in the techniques of pretrial release. Reflection on its caseload 

disclosed that release recommendations Here being made for t,.,o rather 

cllsLinct Stuups of Uleu; ,., " ~~) cnose seemingly detained due to errors 

in the system (i.e. bail set on the baA4s of i ~~ naccurate or inadequate 

information) and (2) those who appeared to be high risks at bail 

setting on the basis of all available infor~tion. 

The experience of other jurisdictions with better 

bail information systems, and ,.;rith 1 re ease options in between outright 

release (R.O.R. or bond) and max'mum .... securi ty de ten tion, ",Tas examined. 

The research team arranged Visits by the director of Philadelphia1s 

pretrial program to 1\e,.;r Haven, and by Ne\.;r Haven representatives to 

Philadelphia and \olashington. 0 t f h' u 0 t ~s experience'and that of simii:a'I" 

programs in Des Haines and Ne~., York City! carae the design for a supervised 

release program to be based at the Redirection Center. 

,-

c 

• The staff proceeded on the hypothesis that expanded 

knowledge of the defendant and, his background, coupled with the 

prospect of post-release supervision, might alleviate court concern 

about rele~ing many detainees. The staff plan, however, called 

for inclusion of both the "erroneous" detainees and the IIhigh risks." 

If only the high risks were offered superyision, it was anticipated, 

the low risks might be prejudiced by their exclusion. And if high 

. risks were the sole participants in a program about which the courts 

were skeptical, a reco~~endation for supervisory release nlightturn 

out to be a disadvantage to its subject. The staff, therefore, 

decided that both groups of system rejects should be recommended 

similarly, with the levels of proposed supervision to vary 

• according to the cirCu~Btancas. Great importance was attached to 

careful interviewing and verification of pertinent information for 

the entire clientele. 

By mid-suTn.'Uer, the supervised release program ,.;ras 

well on the way to becoming a perraanent part of the Redirection 

Center. Authority for the program to operate in Circuit Court "as 

predicated on Chief Judge Daly's 1971 bail memorandum to all Circuit 

Judges. It interpreted Connecticut bail'statutcs to authorize pre-

trial release under the supervision of third parties, or with 

restrictions on travel, association and place of abode, as well as 

the more conventional bOl'lds and recognizance. Appendix V. Basic to 

implementation of the program was a detailed intervie~.;r form, developed 

• tHrough many drafts by the staff and the research team, and based on 

the experience of programs elsewhere. It is reproduced in Appendix VII. 
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Supervision was contemplated under a Redirection 

staff member, a community organization or a private individual 

approved by the Center and the court. Supervision at the outset 

was to consist of phone calls and personal visits, with a minimum 

of two contacts per week. Other supervision programs, embracing 

job training, counseling, medical care, etc., were expected to be 

developed. 

Built into the supervised release program was an 

opportunity for more accurate measures of Redirection Center 

success. To accommodate the new program, the information systems 

at the Center were modified and expanded, with two major objecti~es 

in mind. First, a display panel of cards corresponding to each 

detainee and his date of entrance was est3blishcd so that attention 

could be focused on persons who had been in custody for the longest 

time. Once release was granted to a detainee, his card would be 

transferred to a second display panel Hhere his progress through 

the pretrial process would be monitored. 

Second, the card system consolidated all pertinent 

information on each detainee. Specific questions on individual 

status could be morc easily answered, anci necessary statistics 

could be more conveniently tompiled. For the supervised release 

program, data ~Yill be assembled on the number of detainees released 

under the Center's supervision, and their appearance and default 

rates in meeting assigned court dates. The program's ultimate 
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goals in measuring success will be (1) to increase relea~e, (2) to 
t? 

maintain a low default rate, and (3) to maintain a low rate of 

crime committed while awaiting trial. 

3. Staff reorganjzation 

In conjunction Hith the supervised release program, 

a reorganization 6f staff functions Has undertaken. The speciali-

zation envisioned at the outset for each member had proven umvorkable. 

All were handling a wide variety of cases, feeling a deep sense of 

responsibility for each individual case but not for the broader prob-

lems they illustrated. 

For example, each counselor had a number of drug 

cases which were handled on an ad hoc basis. No one assumed respon-

sibility for looking at the patterns Hhich emerged from drug cases, 

for devising policies and procedures to deal with different inmate 

profiles, or for overseeing the assembly of resources to make drug 

referrals workable. If a team of counselors had been placed in 

charge of all drug cases, on the other hand, they \'lOuld inevitably 

begin to face program issues -- as well as individual issues --

which might lead to systemic improvements. If each counselor \vere , 
assigned accountability in a particular problem area, a better sense 

of direction in their work, and greater effectiveness, might result. 

With these possibilities in mind, the staff began 

the process of organizing into levels or teams. The descriptions, 

here were valid as of September 1, the end of the period covered by 

this repor t. 

--~~~~ - ~-----
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Inunediate release team. Headed by Hichalah 

Bracken, this team was to interview all men with low bonds. 

Those ,able to secure release on their mID "Tere to be left 

alone. TI1e rest were to receive appropriate assistance, with 

the team deciding \vhich of those \-Tho appeared unlikely to be 

released R.O.R. or on bond should be recom.l1ended for superv~sed 

release. The team "las to remain responsible for all detainees 

who, on its recommendation, were released by the court under 

supervisio? 

Drug and alcohol team. Hi th Tom Killebre\., in 

charge, this group was to interview detainees charged ,.,ith drug 

offenses or intoxication, or who were dtug users. It would 

recommend release under appropriate supervision or into willing 

programs, and keep track of persons so released. 

35. 

Court rcpresentatio~team. This team led by 

Daniel Ryan, the Center &ttorney, and including any volunteer help, 

was to serve as the Center's liaison with judges, prosecutors, 

defenders, and other criminal process agencies. It would present 

the various tea@ requests for supervised release to the courts. 

High-bond detainee team. Consisting mainly of 

Ceferino Velez and Donald Lee, this team '~Tas to deal, on an ad hoc 

basis ,dth men not taken by other teams. One of their tasks ,.,ould 

be quite difficult -- to secure supervi~ed release for nondrug 

defendants on high bond. The second task ,.,culd be to furnish 

counselling and services to all detainees not released. Therciore, 

• 
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.also inc.luded on this team would be members of the "second level 

team" identified in the grant application -- the consulting 

psychiatrist, the part-time physician, and the dental technician. 

D. Leadership 

The quality of leadership is important to the effective 

operation of the Redirection Center at two separate levels. The 

first is that of the director of the Center. The second concerns 

'leadership at positions above the Center director in the hierarchy 

of the Departm~nt of Correction. 

Leadership in any organization affects internal as well 

as external relationships. Inside the Center, it influences staff 

morale and organizational vitality. Outside, it can generate 

favorable responses to the program from the many imporcant groups 

and individuals t-lith tvhom it comes into contact, p:.n:ticularly those 

who make decisions or can provide resources. 

The attempts of the first Director, John Dufficy, to 

provide internal leadership were hampered by several circwnstances. 

The Redirection Center was placed physically in a jail ' .... hich had 

been in operation since 1857. During that period, the institution 

functioned for the principal purpose of maintaining order and 

security. The 'varden was master of the ship. The arrival of the 

ne,., Center on the Ivarden's premises brought a new staff, a new 

Director, and a set of quite different purposes: to influence the 

36. 
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release of prisoners from the jail and assist their contacts with 

the community. The precise relationship of the Center to the jail 

and its traditional security mission and leadership structure was 

not defined, and it proved difficult to clarify. Much of the 

Director's time ~.,as spent trying to clarify that relationship. 

As a result, the Center suffered in both of the respects 

listed above. Externally, the Director was unable vigorously to 

seek out and establish productive contacts with community resources. 

This is not to say that no contacts were made. Most, however, 

resulted from the individual uncoordinated efforts of staff members. 

Internally, morale lagged as staff members gre~v increasingly unsure 

of their positions within the institution, and of the Center's goals • 

They became discouraged by their low effectivoness in dealing with 

the outside i,'orld -- the court and the community. 

Those in posi tions above the Direc tor i,'ere troubled by the 

same picture, but they appeared reluctant in the early months to 

intervene in the growing tensions between the Center and the jail. 

Redirection peisonnel interpreted this as a lack of Departmental 

leadership, [celing tha t they had been told to "sink or Si.,im." , 
Whether or not their perception was cnrrect, the lOiv morale it 

engendered became a compelling reason by .aarly sununer for 

increaseddial08ue between the Departmen~ in Hartford and the 

staff of the Center. 

" 

-
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Externally, officials in higher positions appeared n6t 

to be making sufficient contact with the courts and other com-

ponents of the criminal justice system. Redirection personnel came 

to feel·that other important elements in the system, particularly 

judges and prosecutors, did not attribute to the Genter the same 

impor~ance or seriousness of purpose i"hich they did attribute to 

the parent Department of Correction. The low visibility of tangible 

accomplishments at the Center tended to reinforce this difficulty. 

During the summer, Mr. DHfficy resigned as Director and 

was replaced' on an acting basis by Don Lee. Hr. Lee began by 

working on the streamlining of intake procedures, and the develop-

ment of the team structure and the supervised release program. By 

the end of August, staff morale appeared to be on the rise. The 

anticipated establishment of closer ties \.;ith outside organizations, 

and a potential for larger impact on pretrial decisionmaking, seemed 

likely to promote a new sensa of mission for the Center. 

E. }ledical Services 

The medical services offered by the Redirection Center 

bet\leen January and August were the subject of research team impres-

sions, but were not evaluated. No one qnestions the importance of 

augmenting the :i.nadequate medical services at the j.'1il. Observers 

"wndered, ho\.;ever, ho\.; effective were the incremental services being 

provided undr.!r the grant. The part-time Redirection doctor saw 

detainees only upstairs, where no medicine was allowed. He was able 
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to diagnose, but unablu to treat, the high caseload of detainees 

whb came to him. Once he saw a man, he referred him to the one 

other part-time doctor vlho constituted the "regular" institutional 

medical staff. It was not clear why a new doctor to diagnose and 

treat detainees would not be preferable to simply adding a referral 

doctor. 

An additional question ~'las hOI., such services fit \'lithin 

the innovative purposes of the Center, since they did not appear to 

offer anything moie than the standard health care any institution 

, should provide to its clients as a matter of course. This question. 

goes not to whether more and better medical service is needed, but 

to why it ought not become a permanent part of the New Haven Community 

Correctional Center, as a fixture instead of a pilot project. 

F. Relations with the custodial staff 

A. certain amount of friction is to be expected Hhenever a 

reform-oriented, well-publicized new organization is inserted inside 

a traditional institution. This is particularly true when a need 

exists to coordinate the practices, procedures and personnel of 

the old and the new. 

The relations bet,veen the staffs of the Redirection Center , 

and the jail have been no .exception. The new staff complained early 
I 

about the uncooperativen'ess of some custodial personnel, and the many 

,restrictions imposed upon Center procedures by those of the jail. At 

,. 
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the same time, complaints from the custodial staff centered on their 

concern for the Redirection Center's lack of concern for security 

problems. 

The conflict was almost inherent in the differing orienta-

tion of each'group. One was looking imvard, the other outward. F or 

the jail, security and housekeeping procedures are fundamental. For 
" 

the Center, those procedures are seen as inconveniences , since almost 

any restrictions on its intervievls, phone calls and counsel:lng com

pound the difficulty of dealing with a heavy caseload. 

f0110l., in8 : 

Procedures that caused complaints are illustrated by the 

1. Representatives from community agencies wishing 

R~direction Center orten had great difficulty securing 

admission to the J·ni1. Adv 1 b h ance approva y t e Warden was required 

for each visitor. 

2. Interviewing time during each day was sharply limited: 

B. On the viSiting day for each wing of the jail, no 

intervie~vs ~vere per~i1.i t ted wi th ioling inma tes; 

b. Interviews were delayed on mornings when cell 

inspections overlapped Redirection Cent~r time; 

c. Detainees scheduled for interview on a laundry 

exchange day were forced to choose bebveen the interview and a clean set 

of clothes; 

d. Detainees who came to the Center for an interview 

might miss a scheduled dose of medication, which would not ~8 ~d~inistcred 

at any other time; 
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Detainees were not permitted at the Redirection 

Center between 11:15 a.m., ~,~hen they hnd to 
- go downstairs for the 

e. 

count before lunch, and 1:30 p.m. to.'hen they could return. 
After-

noon interviews hud to be concluded by 3.·1~ p.m., 
J when detainees 

were taken dOlmstairs for the 3: 30 count. 

3. Each detainee ~"ho ~"anted to caine upstairs to the 

Redirection Center needed the < 

pr~or approval of the supervising 
captain. 

Hhile approval Has often routine, confusion developed 

"'hen the officer misunderstood schedules "t 
u the Redirection 

Center (such as believing that drug group members Here not 

alloved up because the group had been phased out, ~"hen in fact 

it had not), or thought that t· 
cer ·i11n groupD of men upstairs might 

constitute ~ security risk. 

4. Th IIf h " e _ace s eets that accompanied detainees upstairs 

for their first norning interview were filled out by sentenced 

inmates in the Admittanc~ al1d P 
races sing area the night before. 

They often contained mistakes 
on questions relating to "offense," 

"counts," and "bend" thereby 
. ,compelling Redirection personnel to , 

waste time tracking dOlm accurate information. 

During the first eight months, a number of inCidents 

strained both organizational d 
I an personal relationships in the two 

institutions. By th d 
e en of summer, hOil7ever, it appeared as if 

much o,.f the friction was subsiding, and 
procedures to accon~odate 

both perspectives "lere being evolved. 

~------ - --------"""'--------
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IV. Relations with Other Criminal Justice Agencies 

During the first eight months, the Redirection Center became 

familiar with the workings of the courts and other criminal process 

agencies. A number of detainees came from courts in Haterbury, 

Meriden 'and several other citj.es, but the great majority of Redirec-

tion Center clients were within the jurisdiction of the New Haven 

courts. The observations in this section are derived principally 

from experience ,vith la,., enforcement agencies, community organiza-

tions, ~nd the Sixth Circuit Court and the Superior Court, all in 

New Haven. 

A. Bail Commissioners 

Chief Bail Commissioner Thomas P. 0 I Rourke 'l7as consulted at the 

• beginning of the Redirection program and indicated his support for it. 

During the early months, the Redirection Center attorney, Daniel 

Ryan, made recommendations regarding release of detainees through a 

bail commissioner. Later, he found it more effective to deal directly 

,\lith prosecutors, since their opinions vlere usually determinative 

in bail matters. 

The staff originally anticipated that the Center would request 

ROR's for those few detaine,es whose bail 'I7<1S set at their initial 

court appearance without haVing previously seen a bail commissioner. 

However, as mentioned earlier, a surprising 86% of the men in jail 

" interviewed by the Center during June and July 1972 said they had 

'not seen a bail commissioner. Since a commissioner is required under 

• 
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Connecticut la\,. to be "available at all times·!l in the circuit courts, 

this statistic is difficult to explain. A major effort needs to be 

made in the coming months to verify the assertions of detainees that 

they have not seen a bail co~~issioner, and, if necessary, to develop 

more efficient bail procedures. 

B. Bondsmen 

Redirection Center personnel who go to court to assist detainees 

have received some cooperation from bondsmen who were persuaded in 

? 
particular cases not to reqUire collateral.~ For most detainees, 

however, and especially those Hho can afford the bond premium, 

collateral may be the key to pretrial fre.edom they do not possess. 

For them, as well as for those who havR collateral ,,(:) 1"" ~.,...o 
J -- --- denied 

release by bondsmen uni-li11ing to take the financial risks, the in

justice of the present bonding system is painfully obvious. Judicial 

decisions regarding release are being delegated to commercial 

interests, whose refusals to sell bonds effectively frustrate the 

purposes of bail. 

Redirection staff members complained about the uncooperativeness 

and· unreliability of some bondsmen. For' example, bondsmen ~vould 

rarely post bond for detainees ~vhose bail was set at less thun 

1 
See 54 Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 63b. 

2 
. Collateral refers to goods or property that will be forfeited to 
~he bondsman if the defendant does not appear on his court date. 
The nmoun t of such ~Qods or pro!)(!t'ty rCCluired by :1 bondS::lan cor
responds to the amount of the total bond which ~he bondsman will 
be required to pay to the court in the event a failure to appear 
results in bond forfeiture. 

• 
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$300, believing it not ~orthwhile to make the trip to jail for the 

$20 premium. Bondsmen also failed to return phone calls, or promised 

to come to the jail but failed to appear. Recognizing that bail 

bondsmen in the past helped many defendants gain pretrial release 

that would otherwise have been impossible, the Redirection staff 

nevertheless began to question the social value and appropriateness 

to a justice system of maintaining money-based bail bonds for persons 

who could not buy them. Because of such observations, several 

Redirection staff members became interested in the 10% cash deposit 

. systems in other jurisdictions, 1 and the possibility that Ne\"r Haven 

might institute a program similar to those nm,. found in Hartford, 

Philadelphia, Chicago, and some federal courts. 

C. Wider City Parish Low Bond Pro~ram 

The Center vwrked \vith the Reverend Tom Scott and the program 

his Wider City Parish instituted, Hith grants from the New Haven 

Foundation and others, to aid defendants ignored by regular bonds-

men. Redirection makes recommendations to Reverend Scott and his 

staff to see individuals \vith 10\'1 bonds. If the recommendations are 

accepted,. Reverend Scott posts their bopd. In the beginning no fee 

was required, although Reverend Scott sought as much of the allowable 

1 A 10i~ deposit program allm.,s a defendant for \vhom bail is set to 

post 10% of the bail amount with the court and gain release. The 
person is liable for the remaining 90% if he fails to appear for . 

, his next court date. If the defendant does appear, all or most of 
the 10% is refunded to him. In this svste~) not on Iv is thn 
necessity for b0ntismen substantially eiLJic~tcd) bu~'~o~~t can 
actually generate funds to pay for the progran by retaining a 
samll fraction of each deposit. . 
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premium as a defendant could afford, to enable his bail fund to grow. 

For some defendants, Reverend Scott occasionally required a co-

signer on the bond forfeiture agreements, but no collateral. 

An. important feature of the Hider City Parish 'program has been 

Reverend Scott's supervision of releasees. This is accomplished by 

maintaining telephone and some personal contact with each client. 

Because he sometimes reached the limit of his bonding authority and 

had to suspend activity for a ,,,hile, the research team suggested to 

Reverend Scott that he explore the court's willingness to accept 

non-surety bonds in selected cases. The purpose would be to allow 

more efficient use of his capital '''ith no reduction in the very 

high court appearance rate he has reported. In the coming months, 

we intend to assist Reverend Scott in trying to develop criteria and 

procedures to impleQent the suggestion by identifying those 10\.J 

bond detainees for whom release in the custody of the Hider City 

Parish program Hithout requiring the posting of a surety bond 

might satisfy the courts. 

D. Pretrial Services Council's Diversion Project 

This project '.Jas launched in Nay 1972 to seek diversion from the , 

criminal process of minor offenders who were unemployed or under-

employed at the time of arrest. Diversion staff members interview 

eligible detainees in a pre-court lock-up and recommend, in selected 

cases, the prosecution be continued for 90 days '"hile the person 

enters a ,job training program • 

\ 

'. 
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At the end of the reporting period, diversion was.having a minimal 

. effect on the Redirection Center, assisting an average of perhaps two 

to three'men per week who might otherwise have ended up in jail. 

Those diverted appear to have been prime candidates for Redire'ction 

Center release. In the months ahead, the goals and procedures of 

the, Diversion and Redirection programs need to be coordinated so 

that they can make referrals to one another, and their impact and 

~fficiency can be maximized. 

E. Drug Programs 

NARCO and Day top screeners use Redirection Center facilities to 

interview prospective candidates for their drug programs. They will 

offer to accept into the:i,r programs detainees who paG::; their 
11 

screening interviews and for whom they have space. HOvlever, despite 

efforts by the Redirection Center, it has almost ahmys been 

necessary for the detainee to plead guilty, or to secure pretrial 

release on his mm, before being admitted to a drug program. This 

had l~rgely been due to the reluctance of prosecutors and judges 

to rele~se drug addicts pending trial. 
Q 

A widespread feeling prevails among, prosecutors, judges and some 

treatment peaple that the imposition of a sentence with its ever 

present threat of an immediate prison term is more useful in in-

dueing successful part~cipation in drug t:eatment than is the 

threat of prosecution in the future. No empirical evidence has 

,. 
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d t th t f el 'ng Efforts are currently 
been presented to ate 'to suppor a e ~ • 

being made to reopen the question' so that drug programs might be 

available, via court referrals, to persons Hho would otherwise remain 

pretrial detainees. 

F. , Clerks 

To keep current on their individual cases, and to measure the 

impact of their efforts, Redirection staff members must knoH \o,That 

happens to detainees who go to court and then fail to return to the 

jail. The information is of critical importance in £ol1o,,71ng 

defendants through the criminal process, in studying the relationship 

bet\07een the disposition of cases and the fact of pretrial detention, 

and in attempting to overcome the imbalance discussed earlier bet,.]een 

pretrial and post-conviction incarceration. 

In most Connecticut courts except the Sixth Circuit, there appears 

to be little difficulty in securing this information. The office of 

the Court Clerk will furnish it to any Redirection Center staff member 

who calls. The Sixth Circuit clerk I s office has a different practice. 

It refuses to disclose such information over the telephone. It limits 

personal visits by representatives of the Redirection Center to two 

brief periods each week -- late Thursday or Friday afternoon. And 

it stresses the fact that its court information is neither complete 

1 
nor official. 

1 See footnote 1, page 25. 

, t' 
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This difficulty in obtaining data is costly, for it' ties up 

Redirection staff time which might othe!"\olise be spent helping 

detainees at the Center. It also illustrates the attitude, 

mentioned earlier, that the Redirection Center is not an integral, 

important part of the criminal justice process, 

But the problem of access to full and reliable criminal 

process information car.not be solved simply by altering the Sixth 

Circuit Clerk's policy. The incompleteness of his disposition 

records is due in part to Connecticut's erasure statuto (Appendix 

VI). The partial confidentiality of files flows from a general 

policy statement governing the "examination of court records in 

criminal cases," issued by the Chief Clerk in July 1969 in 

Memorandwn No. 9-69. 1n addition, the Sixth Circuit ott ice is 
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tremendously overburdened "7ith responsibilities tor '''hieh it lacks 

sufficient staff. The arrival of visitors, official or otheno,Tise, 

to examine its records only adds to that burden. Perhaps one key 

to solving the problem of adequate records and data gathering in 

the Sixth Circtfit lies in allocating ne\ol funds \o,Tith "hich the 

Clerk can employ additional staff help. 

G. Prosecutors 

The Redirection Center has had productive contact Hith 

the prosecutor's office only in the Sixth Circuit. Hore than any-

thing else, this has been due to the receptivity of Paul Foti, chief 

prosecutor, both to reasonnblc recommendations for alt0rnntivPB to 
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'" jail and to reversing the refusal of subordinates to consider such 

options. It probably also reflects the fact that public defenders 

in the Sixth Circui.t are unable to afford as much time as in less 

busr circuits discussing a particular case with the prosecutor. 

49. 

The Redirection staff can thus playa particularly important role in 

the Sixth Circuit. 

In the Superior Court and other circuits, Redirection personnel 

rarely speak to prosecutors outside the courtroom. Instead, their 

efforts arc funnelled exclusively through the detainee's attorney. 

The restructuring of the staff described earlier should enable 

the Redirection attorney to spend more time in the various courts, 

working more closely with prosecutors than at present. A primaFY 

reason for seekin~ to improve these relationsllips is the barrier 

to early release imposed by the umlillingness of "the system" to 

bring the pretrial detainee back to court as soon as a release 

recorat:lendation can be made. 

H. Judges 

The Circuit Court practice of. rotating its 43 judges among the 

18 circuits every three months prescntd both difficulties and 

opportuniti&s for the Redirection Center's relations with the 

court system. If the Center program proves successful, the 

rotation policy may lead many more judges to support similar 

• 
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programs else~vhere in the State. At the same time, rotation produces 

a need for continuing education of the bench. 

As each new judge arrives in a circuit in which the Redirection 

Center is active, the Center's effectiveness in individual cases may 

d~pend on his awareness of its function and its reliability. Although 

discussed internally at the outset of the program, no regular pro-

cedures have yet been developed to explain to a ne~'l judge what the 

Center is, Hhat goals it is trying to achieve, and how it operates. 

Nor is there yet any feedback to the Court on the contrast beD'leen 

its bail decisions which produc~ detention and its sentencing . 

decisions ~'lhich produce relense. A major effort should be made 

by the Center or the Department of Correction to fani1iarize 

incoming judges with the role, procedures and importance of the 

Redirection Center experiment. 
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v. Conclusions and Recommendations 

A. Summar~f Findings 

The first eight months of the Redit"ection Center have been 

a period of learning and transition. During this brief span, its 

operations seem to have had comparatively little impact on the jail 

and the administration or justice. At the same time, hm.,ever" the 

organization has developed a rather signific~nt potential for 

-inducing major changes in the months ahead. Although the need for 

time in which to develop workable procedures, and the scarcity of 

records in and out of the Center, made any definitive evaluation pre-

mature, a number of impressions ,.,ere formed. 

In'terms of impact, the Center has not appreciably altered 

the profile of the jail nor achieved the other goals stated in its 

grant application. It has not reduced the size of the pretrial popula-

tion -- at least not in ways that can be measured and that would not 

have occurred without a Center. It is impossible to tell whether the 

Center has made the jail more manageable, or has influenced the lives 

of more than a few detainees -- either by releasing them qui.ckly from 

det~ntion, or by delivering valuable services to them while in deten-

tion. Because of its low visibility to date, it has not had much of 

an impact on community attitudes toward detainees. And it has not yet 

caused major changes in the procedures or decision-making criteria of 
\ 

courts or other'agencies in the pretrial criminal process. The over-

whelming majority of persons arrested and incarcerated in thE! New Haven 

~~----_________________ ........ ______________ ij 
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area continue to be jailed prior to trial rather than after 

conviction, at a rate that may approach 1700 pretrial-only 

prisoners, and at a staggering annual cost to the taxpayer for 

their seemingly needless detention.
l 

These impressions are in some r,18YS unfair: eight months 

may be too little time for significant changes to occur, and the 

techniques and data for adequate evaluation are themselves 

deficient and remain to be improved. The diffuse nature of the 

Center's .goals at the outset defied effective implementation. It 
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takes time for a neH organization to learn the ropes in an old system. 

And the disjointed and uncoordinated character of the criminal process, 

coupled with the inefficiencies in other agencies in that process, 

made it impossible to expect a nCH progrwl to hn.ve decisive impact 

quickly. 

Of paramount importance in any assessment is the Center's 

extreme dependence on both the ability ilnd ~dllinf.:ness of other pre-

trial process agencies to make proper decisions. If the police 

issue too fmy citations and set high stationhouse b;til, and the bail 

commissioners provide inadequate revieH of police bail-setting, and 

the courts lack adequate b;lil information on defendants and fail to 

employ sufficient options tor dealing \.,ith pretrial release risks, 

the jail is bound to receive too many detainees who will, in turn, 

overload the Center's staff. Absent continuous analysis of data, 

and feedback from one stage to the next, agencies arc largely pre~ 

cluded from learnjng through experience hm., to improve their daily --_ .. _---_ .. _----._------------_._-
1 The State of Connecticuc Hud~ct ReJ)ort: - 1971 1 i..sts r.'::; ;1:1:,\':,1 
per capita Co.st atthe-~~e\ol I!a\;;;n jaii as $3,143. Therefore, the 178 
man years spent in pr~trial detention in New 1laven during 1971 cost 
the ta:-:payer $559,45 /,. 
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• procedures and decisions. 

Despite these difficulties, the Center staff has 

learned a great deal in its first eight months -- about itself, 

abo~t the larger system of which it is a part, and'about the 

importance of establishing priorities. By the end of the reporting 

period the Center appeared on the threshold of some important. 

breakthroughs in expediting the release of more detainees under 

rtew techniques of supervision and control, and reducing the 

imbalance bet, ... eeI! pretrial and post-conviction imprisonment. 

n. RecommeIlded Redirection and SYstem Changes 

Many changes need to be made' in the Center and in the 

• criminal justice process of Ne'll Haven, if the pioneering mission 

and potential of the Redirection Center is to be realized. A large 

number have already been suggested in the body of this first interim 

report. This section is intended to highlight and supplement the 

earlier sections. 

1. Division of functions. 

Th~ dual goals of the grant application -- release 
, 

and rehabilitation -- need to be separated. They are basically 

incompatible ends for a single small organization to pursue equally. 

Both are important to a pretrial system of justice: minimum incarcera-

tion prior to trial, and maximum help for persons il1ho cannot be 

released. The first, hOHever, is properly a function of the judicial 

• process, si.nce it plays the central role in release decisions. The 

• 
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second plainly requires new programs to be administered within the 

walls of detention institutions. 

To accomplish both purposes, the Redirection Center 

should work toward an eventual partition into two independent units. 

The first, focusing on early release, should begin with the current 

backstop role of the Redirection Center and move either toward eventual 

erasure of the unit,l or toward becoming the nucleus of an enlarged 

pretrial service agency. The latter alternative, similar to those 

in Philadelphia and Hashington, and to the federal function envisioned 

in S. 895, 92d Congress, would consolidate such pretrial functions 

as the bail commissioner, stationhouse release, pretrial diversion, 

supervised release, notification of releasees, and tracking down 

defaulters. 

The second unit, whose establishnent should await 

more progress in reducing the pretrial population, \l1Ould remain a 

f h "1 It ~ou1d diannose needs and augment pro-permanent part 0 t e Ja~ . w ~ 

grams to serve detainees '",hom the release unit cOllld not release. 

It would be a genuine redirection center, redirecting the idleness 

an4 destructive tensions of pretrial jails into the highly constructive 
, 

channels originally envisioned by the Department of Correction. 

1 This was one of the original goals in the grant applicHtion. 

" 
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• 2. Pilot Project Perspective •• 
Essential to the success of the release mission of 

the Center is staff recognition of the fact that they constitute 

an imp0.rtant experimental program, Hith natiomvide implications, 

testing whether a tradition-bound system can be significantly 

improved. They are not just members of a service program whose 

sole purpose is to help some individuals each day. 

The Center urgently needs to formulate specific 

targets for itself. It needs to develop detailed written 

criteria upon which its own actions and decisions (e.g., when to 

make recommendations for \Olhat kind of release for a high risk 

detainee) can be based. The goals and criteria must be revimved 

• periodically, and modified through experience, so that project • progress, and its ultimate success or failure, can be objectively 

evaluated. 

In the development and monitoring of goals, criteria 

and records, the role of the project Director is critical. Without 

his constant review, analysis and reportins, an experimental program 

like the.Center is destined to have diminished impact. , 

Specific illustrations of short-term goals that might 

be identified now are: 

a. Expedited release. The Center should, within 

three months, devise procedures to enable the release of all low 

• bond ($.500 or less) detainees within two days after their arrival 

at the j.:lil. • 

-
SQ • 

b. Imbalance reduction. The Center should seek 

within each six-month per:i.od to reduce by 25% the number of 

persons who are detained more than two days prior to trial, but 

who are released no latl'~r than conviction. This goal requires 

close attention to the disposition of all detainee cases, and 

communication between the Center and the courts. 

c. .Record keeping. High priority should be given 

. to the maintenance of conplete and accurate records on the case 

of every detainee processed for release. The beginning of a more 

complete record system, developed through the initiative of the 
.. 

student members of the research team, is outlined on page 33. 

Individual staff members cannot chart their mm progress or re-

examine their o~;'n metllOds of operati.on) and the program cannot be 

soundly evaluated, without such records. The difficulty of per-

sua ding conscientious staff r.tembers of the importance of this 

function was indicated in the first research report on the Des 

Haines Hoclel Neighborhood Correction Project (~'!arch 1971) J page 20: 

[The] "proj ect .staff \,'ent to extraordinary 
lengths to ..• facil.itate the evalu.::ttion. It 

[But substantial deficiencies were noted 
because of] "time pressure, difficult 
access to information, and 10..., priority , 
given to papenlork on the part or 
individuals who are deeply engrossed in 
their \-lork with people. It 

3. System coordination 
i 

A more cohesive pretrial system needs to be put: together 

if the deficiencies highlighted in this report are to be overcome. The 

,. , 
. . 

.... ", 

.. 
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Redirection Center cannot succeed if the pretrial criminal process 

in which it is imbedded is unresponsive to the need for reform. It 

cannot reduce detention by itself. 

The high volume of arrests annually in the Ne~oJ Haven 

area makes it essential that each s'uccessive stage filter out those 

persons for \'lhom custody is no longer necessary. At the same time, 

the Redirection Center is in a unique position to monitor the ~ailures 

f ' of tIle process, and to Hork out Hith each of them o prJ.or stages 

more effective screens to avoid unnecessary pretrial detention. 

Perhaps the most important stage to reexamine first is 

the bail commission. Available information indicates (a) an extra-

ordinarily 1m.] rate (according to Nr. 0' Rourke's report) of bond 

reduction hy rnnmissioncrs after bail interviews in the Sixth Circuit; 

and (b) a very hi£h rate ('lccording to detainees, but not yet verified) 

of failures to interview persons ~vho end up in jail. These data, 

supported by the fact of a high detention rate, suggest that the 

commission must define ne,', standards for release -- R.O.R., money 

bond, supervised release. 

In addition, the various police release programs (cita-

tions, stationhouse bail) l Reverend Scot't' s program, the employment 

diversion experiment, and the drug programs (for suspended prosecution 

or supervised relense), all present opportunities for improved 
• 

performance. Finally, the courts, whose decisions mark the final 

,crossroads between pretrial release or entering the jail, nre plainly 

II 

• 

• 

• 

not operating at peak efficiency in this regard. They are not 

receiving enough information on which to base sound decisions, 

58. 

and are ~ot sufficiently employing the bail alternatives spelled 

out in Chief Judge Daly's memorandum to avert unnecessary deten

tion. Allot the foregoing problems should be addressed as a unit, 

rather than in separate compartments. 

The' Pretrial Services Council in Nmol Haven may offer 

a useful medium for beginning pretrial system coordination. If its 

present memb~rship, ~olhich is already representative of most of the 

criminal process, secured additional staff to aid the Executive 

Director, much more intensive study could be devoted to aligning the 

procedures and standards employed by each agency. Feedback of infor-

-- .. ~~~ F" ... 1""""'I:"'!"oved dec.ision-makin~ by p~('h might then become a UlUl,..",,-V, ..... v ... _ _ _ ... 

reality. An early meeting should be convened for representatives of 

all and d~cJ.'sJ.'on-makers identified in this report to consider programs -

its findings and recommendations. 

4. Access to information 

As an adjunct to the above recoomenc1ation on coordina

ti~m, the criminal justice system in New Haven needs to establish an 
, 

information exchange for purposes of pretrial process review. The 

records of the bail commissioners, the courts and the jail must be 

and for available both for followup and analysis of individual cases, 

I 
a study of system-wide decision-making patterns and criteria. J~ithout 

such information, the likelihood of ever changing outmoded policies 

L..'.-_____________________ ,,_, _______ , _______ _ 
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• and practices at'each stage, and of enabling officials at one 

juncture to learn from the experience of those at another, will be • 
. severely impaired. 

At each stage, state statutes, or considerations of privacy, 

require sensitivity to the proper use of information from individual 

records. These factors make an information exchange progr.:un com-

plicated to \vork out, but they in no vlay diminish the urgency to 

face the problem directly. Representatives of the Bail Commission, 

the .Judicial Depar tment, the Redirection Center, and others 'tvi th 

vital information to contribute, or important interests to protect, 

should be convened quickly to map out a ne\v approach to the compre-

hensive recording, exchange and analysis of pretrial information. 

• C. Future evaluation • 
Hany areas of inquiry have been opened up by this initial 

study of the pilot Redirection Center. }fany unansHered questions 

about its performance reiaain. The principal value of the preliminary 

report has been to identify potentials for improvement in the pretrial 

process, deficiencies in present information and topics for future 

examination. 

No further evaluation can be undertaken, however, until 

(1) discussion takes place with those affected by the findings in 

this report, and (2) decisions are reached regarding acceptance, rejec-

tion or modification of its recommendation by the agencies involved. 

As soon as these steps are completed, an evaluation plan for the next 

• phase of Redirection Center operations can be prepared. : • 
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APPENDIX I 

Data on April 1972 New Haven Jail Population 

The following information Has tabulated as of June 3, 1972, 
on all persons admitted to the Ne'\V Haven Community Correctional 
Center during April 1972. 

Netv Admi t tances 

," 

Ineligible for Redirection Center 
Sentenced 
Federal Prisoner 
Parole or Probation Violator 

Eligible for Redirection Center 
Released Prior to Int~rview 

Not returned fror.1 court (~1RC) 
.Out on bond (OOB) 
Transferred to another jail 
Refused help 

Intervie\-7cd 
Remaining active cases 

Inactive caseR 
Not released 

Referred to institutional counselor 
Transferred 
Other 

Release not influenced by Redirection 
Center 

OOB 
. ROR 

Holle 
Pleaded and Sentenced 
NRC 

Situation influenced by Redirection 
Center 

OOB 
OOB - in program 
ROR 
ROR - in program 
Nolle 
Pleaded and sentenced 
Pleaded and sentenced - in program 
Other 

100 
5 
5 

16 
38 

2 
4 

14 
3 
3 

15 
1 
3 

16 
13 

8 
2 
8 
3 
6 
3 
4 
2 

304 

110 

194 
60 

134 
30 

104 
20 

48 

36 
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Explanation of terms: 

Remaininr~c t},y~ cn~es -- deta:l,nees in j ail for whom the 
Redirection Center is still making efforts. 

Inactiv~ ca~e.~_ -- detainees ",ho Here released or for whom 
the Redirection Center is no longer making efforts. 

Refer;-ed_to Instj._tutionnl_Cot1n~el0E. -- detainees \.;ho did 
not \.mnt help or \.'110 vlere thousht by the Redirection Center 
not to be susceptible to its help (e.g., accused murderers, 
alcoholics who would not admit their problem, etc.) 

A - 2' 

Release not influenced by Redirection Center -- the Redirec
tion Cerlte-r-~ffd not1;ing to obtail;-the-detai"'fi"ee I s release, or 
had very little effect on it (i.e., the outcome would have 
been the same without the Center). 

!IR9. -- Ilnot returned from court. It These initials, found 
throtl~hcut: the jn.il rt:'rorr1s, T'1p.Rn thl"t no inl:onnntion \-leiS 
available on the disT>osil:ion or the detainee's case, or on 
why he [ailed to return to jail. 

Situation influcncpd bv Redirection ConteI' -- the Redirection 
Center \7;;,s-i';str~~:.icn-t-;}_ i~(a-)-o'btaini";~-;i rele",se for the 
detainee that he probably would not have received Hil:hollt the 
Center 1 s hclp),:.nd/.or(l..)obtail1inj~ a better SCl~tence or disposi
tion than he would b theD-lise have received. 

Into progra~ -- detainee entered a drug, alcohol, vocational, 
or educational rehabilitation pro~ram. 

,,' 

-. 

• 

.' 
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APPE~mIX II 

A. Len~~ of Stay in Jail for April 1972 Detainees 
Aided by Redirection Center 

The following info~ation, compiled as of June 3, 1972, 
indicates the mode of release and the length of jail stay 
of the 27 detainees (out of a total of 194 admissions to 
detention) who entered the ~le,v Haven jail in April 1972 

,- . 

and had their ultimate release aided by the Redirection 
Center. 

Mode of Release: R.O.R. (11) O.O.B. (10) Nolle 

Individual length 
of stay, in days: 

.' 

Average 

Hedian 

.. 

3 

5 

7 

7 

7 

10 

10 

14 

15 

21 

22 

11.0 

10 

4 3 

4 6 

6 6 • 

6 6, 

7 10 

7 20 

8 

9 

14 

21 

8.6 8.5 

7.5 6 

A - 3 
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B.' ~.gtl:!-o1-~.in J(~iLo_f.-!'-}.l Detainees Present;., as of 
~ Day'" in Se~tGmber 1972 

The follm'ling data, compiled for the September 26, 1972 
pretrial population, inciicates how long each pers6n present 
that day had been held awaiting trial. It is intended to 
convey a picture of a population cross-section in terms of 
length of stay. The spread among detainees is fairly typical, 
even though the one-day popu~ation total is ~nusua11y high, 
and the median low, due in part to the fact that 24 persons 
were jailed on the day selected at random for the count. 

Days in Jail Numbe.r of men 

1 - 20 92 

21 40 43 

41 - 60 16 

61 - 80 22 

81 -100 13 

101 -120 9 

121 -140 3 
11~1 -160 0 

161 -130 6 

181 -200 2 

201 -220 1 
221 -240 0 
2il1 -260 ~ 

oJ 

261 -280 0 
281 -300 3 

Total detainees: 213 

Average stay 47 days 

Hedian stay 29 days 

Longest stay 283 days (2 men) 

Shortest stay 1 day (24 men) 

.... ______________ .. 'mm_.-.. _t.'".'n. ____________________________ _ 

• 

' • 

APPENDIX III 

Detainee Questionnaire 

Answers to questions asked of 150 pre
trial detainees entering during June and July, 1972. 

1. Did you see a bail 
connnissioner? 

2. Do you use drugs? 

'3. Were you employed at the 
time of your arrest? 

4. Were you collecting un
emplo)~ent or welfare at 
the time of your arrest? 

5. Do you have any in~edia~e 
medical problems? 

6. Do you have any 
psychiatric problems? 

'" 7. Were you attending school 
within the last year? 

Y'.!!s 

21 (14%) 

36 (24%) 

60 (40%) 

37 (24%) 

36 (24%) 

13 (8%) 

15 (19%) 

No . 

129 (86%) 

114 (76%) 

90 (60%) 

113 (76%) 

114 (76%) 

137 (92%) 

135 (90%) 

A - 5 
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APPENDIX IV 

Correctional Center and 

Redirection Center Population Trends 

A. 

Table A reports the average number of men held in pretrial 
, and sentenced status in Hartford, Bridgeport, and New Haven 

Centers during 1970, 1971, and 1972. This data, and that i.n 
Table B, comes from Department of Correction Research Reports. 

Table A 

1970 avera0es Sentenced Accused 

Hartford 250 244 

Bridgeport 162 172 

l~E:W Ila-v-en 115 229 

1971 a~ .... e~ Sentenced Accused 

Hartford 233 190 

Bridgeport 165 194 
Nmv Haven 121 178 

1972 averages (Jan.-June) 
Sentenced Accused 

Hartford 236 164 

Bridgeport 163 158 
Ne\'1 Haven 116 157 

These figures show a general decline in pretrial detention 
over the last t~'lO and a half years at all three Centers, and 
stable sentenced populations at each • 

• 

• 

• 
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B. 
Table B reports the monthly averages for January through 

September, 1972: 

Table B 

Hartford Erjd,geEort Nmv Haven 
Sentenced Accused SentenceD Accused Sentenced Accused 

January 235 174 153 187 98 171 
February 261 169 98 174 158 168 
Harch 249 160 164 150 112 157 
April 239 150 183 152 123 154 
Hay 227 154 189 137 109 150 
June 203 175 190 153 96 137 
July 151 157 186 1113 98 1110 
August 158 161 190 139 98 155 
September 145 1'14 179 143 103 163 

Two points should be noted concerning this detailed data. 
First, the errati~ nature of both pretrial and sentenced populations is 
obvious. Since these monthly figures are, averages of daily population 
counts, the fluctuations day by day ~re even more erratic. Sec, for 
example, Appendl.x ll.B. Second, a general decline in pr:l!LLlal uoti1illE!G5 
occurred at: both the Bridgeport and :;el'1 Haven Centers, even though a 
Redirection Centdr was operating only in New Haven. 
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C. 

Table C reports the aggregate monthly data collected at 
the Redirection Center in 1iCH Haven. The nur.lber of nCH admittances 
was ca1~ulatcd ·by totaling 311 names listed on cach day's "Net·, 
Admittance" list that came to the Redirection Center from the 
custodial staff. 

Table C 

April --- Hay June July 

Ne\v Admi t tanc.es 304 3311 256 351 

Ineligiblt' for R.C. 110 ,120 61 116 
b 

Sentenced 100 102 53 102 
Federal Prisoner 

1 5 15 8 14 
Parole or Probe Via. 2 5 3 

Eligible [or R.C. 194 186 195 235 
Released prior to intervieH 60 99 117 59 

Intervie\vec1 at 1:.. C • 13!. 87 1118 175 

ChanGes in intake procedures) described in the body of the 
report, occur.red at the beginning of June ar.d arc reflected in these 
figures. Since the initial interview began to take place the day after 
al:rival) the number and percentage of those released prior to initial 
intervim., declin.:!d, and a corresponding r:i sc began in the number and 
percentage of detainees being interviewed at the Redirection Center. 

1 Federal prisoners were excluded entirely until procedural changes in 
June made s.ome eligible.: 

2 Probation and parole violators were excluded from the program during 
a fm.;r ,.;reeks in April and Hay, but were thereafter included in Center 
intervievs • 

\ 
" 

',' 

r. 
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June 15, 1:?71 

CEtCUIT COURT 
ADHINIS'l'aAT::LVl:: O·~PICE 

Oim GRA1~D ST;~;':I';'l' 

HliRTFOrm, commC:'l'IUU'£ 

t1Et10~MjDml 

TO: JUDGES 'AND CHIEF BAIL Cm~-lIS3Immn. 

SlTBJECT: SUGGESTED BAIL COH~1ISSIO:l Pi10CEDUTIE 

~penMx V 

The followin2 policy covering the hnndling of persons unaLle to post bond is 
recommel,!~ed for implementation by JuJ./ 1, 1971, Hith the complcte concurrence of 
Chief Bail COJJJlliss:!,oncr Thomas P. 0 1 :';.r:n.,.:kc: 

. . 

• I 

mlen a person is first presented before tho court, if he has not been released from 
c~Btody of the State, it iG~C':,£,,?:'i:1C, . .::cd Chnt t~1C Ju(;ge be,:ore vlhom he appears 
~nquire into the conditions of hi8 releGSc and t~G Ic~son fo= I11s inability to meet 
thea c <.nC! mnk.} [111 i nd epend en t rcvic," of s aiel conr; i Ur:'PG • IT;lcre B1.1(' h i:"eVie',l is mad e, 
the Jud[;c 8h<.11 :l.nqui~e of :;~lt.: J?t"t':.rc!cuLul:' i.,ud/ol." Lile ~G.il C·.)i:':Jissioncl:' \lhy the 
existing cO;1ditions are be:icvcd nccc!3sory to assura the person's cppcarance in 
court. 

Unless, D,ft0.r :3uch revie", and inquiry, the ~ud2e finds that the existing conditions 
of release ere necessary he may modify such conrlitions io?osing in lieu thereof 
such conditionR an he deems will assure the app2~rance of the person in court. 

If the JlJn~e ii'! of the opip~.Qn that there is it::su£ a::;I.~nt inforUlation on Hh:i.ch to 
make a elr.: I'1.rr.inat:lon c'r c0nr.:·.tions of rcJ.cesc h~ 8hnJ.:" di~ect the. Bail Cor.::;dssioncr 
to make R ~utDil~d cxa~~nation of the pe~sonlG situ~tion and report back to the 
court not lster th~n two cocrt days after such ord.:!r. 

The Bail C0~·.:1i[)s:toner shall c;jrcfu.'.l'T c:r.rl tho'!.·olJ~hly inquii:c into the person I s 
family ti.CD, eCl[.'~.oy~npt, fb?ncial r~Gou:'cP's, phj"~ic<,.l c2nt:! ;;:.ental condition, 
residence, previ0us record, ~ucord of appearance or no~ D?pearance at court or'of 
flight to &~oid prosecution. 

Upon ~ornplcl::I.on 0::: his inqu:'i':' thn B:1il CO'::~.miss:~oncr ch~\:lJ. ma~e recoIT.mendntions to 
the J:'Ir.ig e tho. t the pn!'son be:. ::":1].'~J:: I::d on hiu o~m rccot;,,::'z(!n':.e or on a \o11:i t ten 
prominB U~~CS3 t~~ Bail Cmc:i1SiQ~tX find~ th~t such rcl~cGe will not r~asonably 
assure tile £1PPC"::'<\:lce of the po.lJ.;':)r)jl 38 r~;:\.i:'J:t,d. 

. '. 
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If the Bail Conmlissioner finds nc.t tiler of the above is sufficient he shall, either 
in lieu thereof or in aJdi tiO:l thm:eto, recoltIl1end the follo,dng condi tions or 
combination thereof that he f~els ,;ill reasonably assure the appearance of the 
person: 

CA) ReleaDe to the custody of a designated person or 
organization ~grcci~g to supervise the person. 

(B) Place restrictions' on the travel, associations, 
or place of 6.bode during period of release. 

(C) The execution of an unsecured appearance bond. 

(D) The execution of a bail bond in a lesser amount 
than originally set. 

(E) Cash bail. 

(F) Any other conditions deemed reasonably necessary 
to assure appearance as required. 

Example Require parson r01coBed to report to 
','lo J.,,... , • 
L' .... .l..l. vUl'HUJ.US~oner once a week during 
period of release. 

If condit!Qns of release are Bet the Bail Commissioner ohall furnish the person in 
,rritinn a staterlCnt o.f. sllch condit:lons, place a COliY of such statement in the 
person's file, and retain a copy for his own file. 

At each subsequent appearance of ~ person who is still inc~rcerated the Bail 
Co~ni98ioner shall make a redetermination of the person's situation and may alter 
the conditions of release if such action is in order. 

,. 
-2 ... 

s/ John J. Dnly 
Chief Judge 
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APPENDIX VI 

Sec. 54-90, Connecticut General Statutes, Erasure of Arrest and 
Court Records • 

'.'" ..... 

',", 

.,\~ ,-; Sec. 54·90. Erasure of arrest and COUlt records after rIot guilty find
fn~, dismissals, nolles and pardons. (a) Whenet'e'r in any cn'minal case 
the accused. by a final jud#ment. is found not Iwilty of the char~e or the 
charge is dismi~<;sed. all police and court records alld records of the 
state's or proseculinp, attorne}, pertaininl{ to SI.leIL c/wrpe shall be imme· 
diatelY and automaticallv erased. (b) Whenev!'r ill any crimz"lw.l case 
prior to October 1. 1969. the accllsed. by a final judgment. was found not 

.'. guilty of the cha~e or the char;;e was dismissed, the arrested person or 
anyone of his heirs rna\' file a petition {or erasure with the court !Jrant-

. .... , 

. ing such /lot Rujli}, jud:!rTlent or dismissal. or. u'here the matier had been 
before a mUllici[)~11 cou.rt or a trial justice, u:ilh (he cirwit court and 
thereupon all jJo{h'e and court records alld record,., of the .<; [c1/e 's attor
ney. prosecuting cl/f)rnev or prosecutin;f Rrand juror perlainiw; to SHch 
charge shall be immediately clfld automatlcallv ero.sed. (c) \'v1,enever 
any chan::e in a criminal case has been nolled • " • in thtf superior 
court, court of common pleas or in the circuit eourt. or in n lUtullcipal 
court or by a justice of the p<:ace, the arrested person or anyone of his 
heirs may fil~ n f:etltion with the court r.:antinr; the nolle' .. " or the 
circuit court in any matter pertaming- to a municipal court or n justice of 
the peace. for an order of erasure and if such court finds that at INlst one 
Y~<:H· has elapsed sinre ~ll('h noll(' ~ .. ~, it sinll ordrf .:111 l'c!;c:: ~lnd 
CCt!rt !~cc!d~ t.'Ul,i l~cvrd~ vf the st .. ;tc· ~ ul 1,)1 ll..,t~t.,;ul.iIH~ U t [Oriley or the 
pT(l.~~ctltin::. grand juror ~'.'I::1inin~; to ~'a'-'h ch:lr,J~ t,) be erased. Such pc
tith':1 sh:lll h:1Ve "P;;":;1('d • h .'peto u. ;'·,.;;:un0n~ .)g: proF(j"ed tlrder. <lnci 

. a C'~ry r,[ such r;·tiLic:n anti trw ~lHlH~':·"'; and ";'.;'()·'t'd ord"f s!l:.lll ue 
StJfy,,'ll, in the [I1,u'.n~·r pro\l1~f'd In the t;nc"Lict' :')UK for tilt' service of 
plwdings. at least IO'Jrtcen d:!ys before the r(:tU!/1 d.)v sped::, d in ,n/I-h 

H1l111110nS Lv rn:·i!. on eacn d(".k, chirf cieri<, 1> JllCe '..ii!l r;ic.l. and otht'[ 
pt-l'~()n to \·;ilom ~uch Neler will be directed. rd) Irhenct'eI' Q!ly perS!)fI 
who has b:;:en cor.r-lch'd f)/ an nf'ti'n..;e in (JlIY ('(Juri Il( this ,~I;Llt> has re· 

ed teu all absolute pardon for such offen.se. suelt p:.'r;J(>rL or (illY (1·le 0/ his 
heirs may. at any time subsequent to such portion. t'ile a p'tu:);"!., /.dlh 
the court in which such COil L'ictiQIl was e{l~:c(nf.. fu,. all ord.'r of en/sure 
in the same manner as is provided ill .'illbsediol1 (c) o/this '~"t'lio!l, and 
such court shall order ail police and court re('orris arid rc':rmls o{ the 
st'!!,~'S or prosecutinR atlornev pertQillin~ to 8!'('h Cir.'W to t,· '_ .. ns~·rl. (e) 
The clerk of the court or chief clerk of the circuit ('ourt, as til., r,l~(' may 
be. shall not disclose to anyone information pertaining- to 'r: -,' ('ha!:~'e 
• • * erased lllldt:r any provision of this section. ~ 0 fee shall be ch?rJ'(cd 
in any court with respect to allY petition und .. r this ,c;ectiOll. No pcr'5on 
who shall have been the subject of such an ['m'mre .. ~ " :;t,ull be 
deemed to have been arrested ab initio within lhe meaninv. of the s!ener' 
al statutes with resp..."Ct to the procecd,ings so erased. (1960. P.A. 229. 
S. 1.) 
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RECORD 

Veri 

49. No. of Juvenile Arrested _JOr I 1 f i 2 L-l 3 L_j 4 [-.--1 5+ 

50. No. of P.T.A.ls (Juveni 1 e) 1"-101 i 1 I 12 I I 3 L--' 4 r'==:J 5+ _--1 L 

I:=] 51. No. of Prior Adult Arrests jOL-.J11 I 2 r-I 3 C-=:J 4. [-~ 5+ 

52. No. of Prjor Adult Cony. 10 I I 1 ! 12 i 13C~41=_15+ 

53. No • of ~1i sdemeanor Conv. 10 I 11 L--1 2 L=-oJ 3 C I 4 I=-J 5+ 

54. No. of FE!lony Cony. L i 0 I I 1 I - i 2 I I 3 C-.-J 4 1_ =:J 5+ 

55. No. of Open Cases 10 I I 'I I 12 I I 3 f--, 4 1--' 5+ 

56. No. of Adult F.T.A.ls 10 I 11 L-121 13[-'4L_~5+ 

57 . Detainer At Time of Arrest I HOME I I PROB. I I PAROLE 

\-------,1 F • T .A. BENCH WARRANT FUGITIVE 

CONTACTS 

HOME CONTACT 

58. NAME, ______ , ________ 59. RELATIONSHIP 

60. ADDRESS 61. PHONE,· __________ _ 

62. LENGTH KNOVIN DEFENDANT 63. SEES DEFENDANT HOW OFTEN, ______ _ 

64. BELIEVES THE DEFENDANT vJILL RETURN FOR COURT DATE 

65. CAN GET MESSAGE TO DEFENDANT IF REL5ASED 

FAMILY CONTACT 

66. NAME'-______________ 67. RELATIONSHI P ______ _ 

68. ADDRESS 69. PHONE, ________ -

70. LENGTH KNOWN DEFENDANT 71. SEES DEFENDANT HOW OFTEN, ____ -

72. BELIEVES THE DEFENDANT WILL RETURN FOR COURT DATE 

73. CAN·GET MESSAGE TO DEFENDANT IF RELEASED 
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EMPLOY1~ENT CONTACT 

74. NAME 75. RELATIONSHIP 

76. ADDRESS 77. PHONE 

77. LENGTH KNO\{N DEFENDANT 79. SEES DEFENDANT HOW OFTEN 

r====J 80. BELIEVES THE DEFENDANT WILL RETURN FOR COURT DATE ,-I 81. CAN GET MESSAGE TO DEFENDANT IF RELEASED 

GENERAL CONTACTS 

82. NAME. _____________ 83. RELATIONSHIP _______ _ 

84. ADDRESS 85. PHONE. __________ _ 

86. LENGTH I<No\~N DEFENDANT 87. SEES DEFENDANT HOW OFTEN 

88. BELIEVES THE DEFENDANT WILL RETURN FOR COURT DATE 

89. CAN GET MESSAGE TO DEFENDANT IF RELEASED 

90 . NAME 9l. RELATrONSHIP 

92. ADoRESS ,.,,, nf'''klr 
~.,). r(lVI~c. 

94. LENGTH KNm~N DEFENDANT 95. SEES DEFENDANT HOW OFTEN 

r:==J 96. BELIEVES THE DEFENDANT WJLL RETURN FOR COURT DATE 

'----II 97. CAN GET MESSAGE TO DEFENDANT IF RELEASED 

COUNSELOR NOTES AND COMMENT~ 

98. ------------------------------------

99. SUGGESTED SUPERVISION 

--------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX V ~ If 

APPLICABLE SECTION OF CO~"TRAC'r 
COVERING THE EVALUATION OF THE 

REDIRECTION CENTER 

•• T 

TIle Party of the First Part, acting on behalf of the 

University, in connection wi,th the CQnnecticut State Department 

of Correction, agrees to provide through its University Law School 

the following services: 

1. Conduct a study and submit (l w-,citten report concerning the 

operation of the Redirection Center p170gram at NEZ N.H.C.C • 

will be a ~n two part program: .. 

• I' 

.~ '>" 

a) provide a description of program guidelines 

. including initial interview eligibility, bail 

with court, pro~ecuting and defense personnel, 

cri.tcria for i:'.odilying condi-:::'ons of dt!i:ention or 

e~~tending new services to c1ien~ele and relpted 

b) p:.'o·lJ::1e a U;:.?OI"t cover.ing !"oles and relationships 

Hit:lir.. th~ :'.z,Hrcc tion Center, cli,c:lt nur:tbern and 

tYi:.li~:: ~ l'~·r.1b:!r.s and tY'PCrl of reCO'J;nenda tions made, 

;::'C~':i)~·;-:·"'(;'! (.i !:£~co~inn()''l\:ic;!c' :'::.1.:1 OLltcOruC of cases. 
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